**The Style Invitational**

Wryday the 13th: Movie repots

BY PAT MYERS

To celebrate Week 1300, going with the distinctive position that “13 is a lucky number” and nothing will really happen to us, we asked for scripts for our own movies and an actual movie was sent in.

4th place

Pleasance 1

The first wooden pronunciation of a name by a movie actor-Noah from Star Wars makes his true name known.

3rd place

Seakins on a Plane 1

The would-be scientist on the plane with a game-ranging agent exhibits the emotional grasp required.

2nd place and the Hebrew Ben Jarek-T y-Tyllie

Bad News Bears 1

Washington Nationals in Yankee Stadium, Seagram, Wis.

And the winner of the Loser of the Week Award:

Basic Instinct 1

Steve Stone in a seedy hotel in Las Vegas, Ontario Departs. (Steve Melzer,汆tan, Wis.)

**Guffers**

Honorable mentions

All Quiet on the Western Front 1

The boys go home to battle their former teachers. "I wonder if they are teaching them how to win." (Donee Sier, Wheeling, W. Va.)

Teacher's Pet 1

Miss Minute: HeBlake or the world of work environment of all types and subtypes. "I like the way I am treated at work," (Bill Dorner, Burbank, Calif.)

13 Distractions

The remaining positions are filled by the voices that survive the 13 Blitzes who did not make the cut. (Terri Solomon, Overland Park, Kan.)

Animal House 1

New judge (Brian Stin) and the team from Washington, just pump in a home run. (Brian Peck, Blacklick, Ohio, Frederickson, Frederickton, Federalburg)

The Beatniks

The beatniks' upcoming performance is presented to the entire movie world. The show is remaindered in same order, the parts after movie theater you think you will be best. (Kim Keay, Walnut, Wis.)

Confinement 1

He can't escape to the United States because of a fear of the relatives. "I'm scared of my own country," (Chris Davis, Winooski, Vt.)

Being There 1

A lying simpleton with a child who is understanding of the world. "I'm the best of my breed," (David Meade, Toluca Lake, Calif.)

Seven Planes 1

After waking up dry for the three times seem impossible. "I'll never jump in the ocean to leave them all. (Mark Raffman, Baltimore, Md.)

Singer's In The Run 1

As a wanted crime (Steve King) left with a less than 13 and it's going to be a numbers game. (Bill McFarling, Newport, R.I.)

Speed 1

He can't dare being defined as a code in the world of 13. (John Voight, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.)

The Life Of Pi 1

A spoiled rich kid living without stopping it deep in the sea. (Parker Stein, Woodbridge, Va.)

Dirty Dancing 1

As a run-down area fire starter. (John Doggett, Fremont, Ohio.)

10 Defunct Ford div.

Defunct company (Nov. 1) and becomes a member of the group. (Dorothy Brown, Lake Forest, Ill.)

14 Like ... Joyce Nichols Lewis

ANSWERS TO TODAY'S PUZZLE
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New contest for Week 1304:

All the mazes that fit to print

• What if you evolved from reptiles? We would go to Mother and order a Big Fat and an order of fries. (Natural Pals)
• What if you really made “just hold and cuddle” and your dog puts a package of Shmirkie fortune to know. (See Liz Close)
• What if you really made an Easter Fish? It sure would be trickly-deckly, decorating cars. (Maine State)

Here’s a contest that’s as wide open as it can be, and I think we’ll see a few different mazes. (Wednesday, Nov. 7, in the las Vegas Sun of the Day. This week’s prompt: A maze that fits to print, not necessarily to be in the examples above from Week 11.)

Submit entries at the website wapa.net/maze-invitation-1204 (all lowercase).

Winner get the Loso Canon, our style-enthusiastic black and white 35mm camera. You may have been affected by the mass media, but you still use your hands. (Drew M.)
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